
35 in/88.9cm TOOL CHEST WITH WORK SURFACE 

ATTACH YOUR RECEIPT HERE
Serial Number:        Purchase Date:
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SAFETY INFORMATION!

WARNING

BE CAREFUL when opening more than one drawer. The item may become unstable and tip over
causing personal injury and/or product damage.

To prevent personal injury and/or property damage, distribute the weight in this item evenly.

CAUTION

APPLY caster brakes unless moving the item.

CLOSE and LOCK the drawers before moving the box.

Make sure the lock is in the UNLOCKED POSITION before closing. Failure to do so could result in 
damage to the locking rods, result in a defective lock system and/or personal injury.

DO NOT stand on this product. You may fall which could cause personal injury and product damage.

DO NOT mount this product on a truck bed or any other moving object. This may cause personal 
injury or product damage.

DO NOT alter this product in any manner. For example, do not weld external lock bars or attach 
electrical equipment.
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PACKAGE CONTENTS
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A Side Doors 2

Casters (Two Rigid & Two Swivel) 4
B Drawer Slider
C

Cam Lock With Round Keys 1D
Drawer Pulls 6E

F Bumpers 4
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Key number will have the letters HS followed by a two
digit number. Locks will have a matching two digit number.

2. Identify the position of the notch in the center of the lock.
The raised tip on the key must be inserted in the lock in this
direction.
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Step 1
Please push down release lever on right hand side.

Step 2
Pull up release lever on left hand side.
Holding both levers, pull the drawer outward until
the drawer releases from the drawer slide.

DRAWER REPLACEMENT
Extend the drawer slides from the tool chest.
Insert the rail on each side of the drawer into the slots in the drawer slides, being careful that the 
drawer rail and slide stay aligned while retracting slide! DO NOT force them!
Once inserted, completely close the drawer to set the slides in their regular operating positions.

DRAWER REMOVAL
Pull drawer out until fully extended.
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CARE AND MAINTENANCE

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE CORRECTIVE ACTION

Clean using a mild liquid soap, rinse with clean water and dry thoroughly. Never use anything abrasive.

thoroughly. Keeping the item covered will protect it from dust and moisture that could potentially 
damage the unit.

After closing doors I’m having 

in the lock.

1. Your inserting the key at
the wrong notch.
2. Drawers must completely 
shut before key can be turned.

Locate notch in the center
of the lock, insert key at 
that location and turn 
counter clockwise.

Not all drawers latch after
closing the lid.

The latching mechanism for 
the drawers is located on the
inside back panel of the
chest.

All drawers need to be 
completely shut before doors
are closed.

Drawers appear to be 
completely shut but some
drawers have not latched 
with the lid shut or lock on
bottom cabinet in locked 
position. 

Items may have fallen behind 
drawers, interfering with
latching mechanism on the 
inside back panel of the
chest.

Remove the lowest drawers
on the tool chest and remove
any obstructions.

Drawers stick as I attempt
to pull out on the drawer
from the closed position.

Drawer slides have a rubber
stop at the end of every slide
and when drawer is closed
the drawer rail engages with 
the slide stop.

You can grease the rubber
stop at the end of the slide
to reduce the resistance.
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